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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2019 examination series. 

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but they do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied. 

Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/Images/207307-specification-accredited-gcse-
geography-b-j384.pdf for full details of the assessment for 
this qualification. These exemplar answers should also be 
read in conjunction with the sample assessment materials 
and the June 2019 Examiners’ report or Report to Centres 
available from Interchange https://interchange.ocr.org.
uk/.

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/). 

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/207307-specification-accredited-gcse-geography-b-j384.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/207307-specification-accredited-gcse-geography-b-j384.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/207307-specification-accredited-gcse-geography-b-j384.pdf
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Question 1(b)

Exemplar 1  4 marks

[4]

Examiner commentary
Candidates are asked to identify and explain two consequences of rapid urbanisation in LIDCs.

This question addresses two challenging aspects of the exam; candidates effectively using the resources which are provided and 
candidates ‘explaining’ a human geography pattern. 

This candidate structures their response by using phrases from the question; “One consequence…., another consequence”. This 
clearly flags up for the examiner the two issues that the candidate is identifying and subsequently explaining. This is by far the 
most effective structure for centres to encourage students to adopt. This can be done through scaffolding practice answers in the 
classroom. 

The two issues this candidate identifies are both visible in the photograph (Fig. 1). This is another clear teaching and learning point, 
candidates must write about what they can see in the resource (photograph in this case), and not write about things which are not 
there. 

In this response the explanation offered by the candidate is that ‘improper’ homes will lack basic amenities and ‘overcrowding’ will 
result in the spread of disease. In teaching candidates how to write an explanation, centres should encourage them to think about 
the issues relating to the topic, this is simply achieved through the use of why, what, who, how, when. Encouraging candidates to 
question one another’s understanding in the classroom contributes to their ability to write an explanation.
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Examiner commentary
This candidate makes an umbrella statement to introduce their response. This indicates to the examiner their intended focus, in this 
example, ‘housing problems’. The candidate identifies the two most common issues of slum dwellings and overcrowding. For each 
identified issue the candidate explains (albeit briefly) a likely consequence. This example is credited as the candidate is specific about 
the services and amenities which may be lacking and recognises that diseases will ‘spread easily’ due to overcrowded conditions.

Exemplar 2  4 marks
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Question 1(c)

Exemplar 1  Level 3, 6 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate has chosen to write about the Park and Ride scheme in Cambridge. The candidate describes the initiative and 
develops their understanding of sustainability by commenting on the environmental and economic impact of the scheme. The 
candidate has included some place specific detail and statistics as further evidence of their understanding and has considered both 
positive and negative impacts of the scheme. This candidate has chosen to write a summary statement outlining their opinion of the 
impact of the initiative. 

This is an example of a level marked case study question. Centres should read the descriptors for the levels carefully and incorporate 
using these descriptors into their classroom practice. Candidates can complete self and peer mark practice to increase their 
familiarity with the approach examiners will take when they apply the mark scheme to more developed responses.

[6]
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Exemplar 2  Level 2, 3 marks 

Examiner commentary
This Case study question asks candidates to discuss one initiative in an Advanced Country (AC) city to make it more sustainable. The 
command word ‘discuss’ should prompt candidates to write in detail about the initiative they have studied including place specific 
detail and develop their understanding of how it contributes to sustainability in that city. 

The key to answering this question competently was to select the one initiative to focus on. Candidates need to be taught to think 
through their Case study response and consider how to frame (organise) and develop their ideas. For example if a candidate writes 
about ‘an integrated transport initiative’, they can comment on many aspects of the plan; cycle routes, public transport, congestion 
charges etc. However, if a candidate states their one initiative is ‘a railway extension’ they are limiting their scope for the development 
of ideas. Centres must teach candidates that examiners will only mark the first idea in the candidate’s response where the question 
asks for ‘one’.

This candidate writes about the building of the Elizabeth line (PS) in London, there is some development by the candidate in 
detailing additional carriages and a 24 hr service and whilst the candidate suggests this will limit traffic, there is no explanation or 
development of the idea of sustainability. The candidate then writes; ‘in addition there is ….’ this is a further initiative and therefore 
not credited. 
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Question 2(a)(ii)

Exemplar 1  3 marks

[3]

Examiner commentary
Candidates are asked to explain how economic measures of development illustrate consequences of uneven development. 
Centres must ensure that candidates are familiar with the subject specific vocabulary outlined in the specification. In this example, 
centres might commonly use the term ‘development data’ in the classroom rather than ‘economic measures of development’, in 
doing so this will not support candidates’ confidence in understanding the question. Best practice in preparing for exams would 
be for candidates to regularly revise and revisit language from previously taught topics – this would support greater understanding 
of vocabulary such as ‘economic measures of development’ Whilst there was no credit awarded for simply naming an economic 
development indicator, candidates were credited for identifying that the higher/lower a named indicator was, the more/ less 
developed the country was. 

In this candidate’s response, they acknowledge the comparison between ACs and less developed countries and link development 
to higher GNI. Economic success (i.e. more money) contributes to improved services which in turn results in a country being more 
socially developed. 
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Question 2(c)

Exemplar 1  Level 3, 8 marks 

[8]
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Examiner commentary
In this Case study question candidates are asked to what extent the benefits of global links outweigh the problems in an LIDC that 
they have studied. The command words ‘to what extent’ should automatically prompt the candidate to realise that they are being 
asked to make a judgement and therefore the response they write will need to culminate in a conclusion. 

Candidates scored best where centres had encouraged them to structure their extended writing skills into three paragraphs 
covering benefits, problems and conclude with a judgement.

In this candidate example, they chose to write about a number of global links; aid, trade and foreign investment. Initially the 
candidate describes in detail a number of benefits these links have brought to the DRC, they then detail the associated problems 
and conclude with a judgement. Throughout the response the candidate accurately uses statistics and specific projects to support 
their understanding of the impact of global links. There is also clear evidence of place-specific detail. This candidate achieved the full 
8 marks at the top of Level 3.

Exemplar 2  Level 3, 6 marks 

Examiner commentary
The question does state benefits / problems and global links – all plural, this suggests candidates should be writing about more than 
one of each in order to support candidates in achieving full marks at the top of Level 3.

This candidate writes three accurate paragraphs highlighting a benefit, a problem and drawing a conclusion. The response is place 
specific and the data regarding copper exports and tax free benefits is accurate and substantiates each example making them well 
developed, however the response does not provide a thorough knowledge of Zambia’s global connections or a thorough evaluation 
of the benefits and problems. This candidate is awarded at Level 3 (6 marks).
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Question 3(a)(i)

Exemplar 1  3 marks

[3]

Examiner commentary
Candidates are asked to use fig 2 to explain the importance of media exports to the UK economy.

This question addresses two challenging aspects of the exam; candidates effectively using the resource/s which are provided and 
candidates ‘explaining’ an economic pattern (media exports to the UK economy).

Best practice regarding the use of the resource/s in an exam should teach that whenever candidates are directed to refer to a 
resource involving statistics there will invariably be at least 1 mark awarded for correctly using data. Centres must develop the 
accuracy of a candidates writing in relation to describing data. Vocabulary linked to numeracy is an important factor in writing 
accurately about statistics or interpreting graphs – this was also seen in question 5(c). Best practice might involve greater 
collaboration with the mathematics department or contributing to whole school initiatives looking at numeracy across the 
curriculum. In this example, the figures were stated on the resource for the candidates and consequently the mark scheme states 
that data should be used to support a valid statement. 

As in this candidate’s example, the statement can be as simple as “brings in a lot of money” and correctly stating £19.8 billion. This 
candidate states that money can be further invested in the infrastructure of the country which explains its importance. 
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Question 3(c)

Exemplar 1  Level 3, 6 marks 

[6]

Examiner commentary
In this medium tariff, level marked question, candidates are required to write about ‘changes’ to ethnic diversity in a UK place. 
Centres should note that a definition of ethnic diversity would aid in the teaching of UK in the 21st Century. Too many candidates 
wrote incorrectly about religion, the observance of religious festivals and the provision of religious buildings within communities. To 
achieve Level 3 in response to this question, candidates needed to identify and show thorough knowledge of the different ethnic 
groups, as well as an understanding of the changes in the ethnic diversity over time. 

As in this response, Boston was an example commonly written about by many centres, the depth of knowledge and understanding 
demonstrated by many candidates who had clearly been taught this as their example warranted access to full credit. Centres should 
be mindful in selecting the exemplar they are teaching to demonstrate aspects of the specification, accuracy is imperative.

This candidate writes thorough reasoning regarding Polish immigrants moving to Boston and changes in rates of migration which 
have occurred in recent years with speculation regarding why these changes might have taken place. The candidate supports their 
explanation with accurate data. 
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Exemplar 2  Level 3, 5 marks 

Examiner commentary
This candidate demonstrates a thorough understanding of the ethnic change which has occurred in London but does not provide 
well developed ideas about the motivation or reasoning behind migrants moving from Poland, China, and India. In comparison to 
the previous candidate who wrote specifically about ‘jobs in agriculture’ which is true of Boston, this candidate refers to ‘economic 
success’. The suggestion is somewhat generic and would have benefitted from identifying some specific industries which migrants 
were attracted to or particular areas of the capital in which they have settled. 
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Question 4(a)(i)

Exemplar 1  3 marks

Examiner commentary
This question again asks candidates to use the resources provided to describe a pattern. Centres have clearly spent some time 
teaching candidates how to respond to this style of question, sometimes worded as; ‘describe the distribution of …’ Candidates 
gain credit for correctly naming countries or specific areas of a continent using compass directions or geographical vocabulary such 
as ‘coastal’. This 3 mark question incorporates a communication mark, this requires candidates to write their answers in a logical / 
structured way.

The candidate example demonstrates a response which was credited with the communication mark. The opening statement 
‘generally spread across LIDCs’ does not gain credit as it is far too general but it does help to support the structure of the response in 
so far as the candidate starts with the big picture and then focusses on named examples.

[3]

Exemplar 2  3 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate example demonstrates a response which was credited with the communication mark. The candidate structures their 
response by naming areas within continents and then accurately selecting specific named countries within each and concludes 
with an example of an anomaly. Again demonstrating effective communication.
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Question 4(c)

[6]

Exemplar 1  Level 3, 6 marks 

Examiner commentary
This candidate writes competently about the Canada Wheat project in Tanzania and demonstrates a thorough understanding of the 
benefits and problems which were associated with its implementation. The candidate repeatedly makes reference to the relative 
success or otherwise of the scheme throughout their appraisal of the programme, thus answering the question. 

Exemplar 2  Level 3, 5 marks 
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Examiner commentary
In this Case study question candidates are asked how effective one past attempt to achieve food security at a national scale was. 
Candidates scored best where centres had encouraged them to structure their writing into Those who achieved at Level 3 on this 
question typically wrote about the benefits and disadvantages of a named attempt or initiative to achieve food security concluding 
with an explanation about the effectiveness of the initiative. Most able candidates specifically linked their response back to the 
question of food security – this link was needed to achieve at Level 3. Many candidates had learnt their case study well and could 
describe Canada wheat, GM crops, the Green Revolution etc. but were only awarded at Level 2 as they made little reference to its 
success in achieving food security.

This candidate writes competently about the Urban Gardens initiative and demonstrates a thorough understanding of the principles 
which underpin this scheme, however the candidate does not fully address the issue of food security at a national scale, rather 
emphasising the sustainable nature of this initiative. 
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Question 5(d)

Exemplar 1  2 marks

[2]

Examiner commentary
This question asks candidates to reflect on their own human fieldwork investigation, asking them to justify one technique that 
they used to collect data. Centres must emphasise the importance of understanding command words in the question. Providing 
candidates with a glossary of commonly used command words as stated in the specification and encouraging a technique of 
highlighting words during the examination will assist candidates in achieving higher marks. Many candidates failed to recognise that 
justify in this example means ‘why did you chose to use that method of data collection?’ 

In this example the candidate has obviously completed a pedestrian count using a tally counter, the justification is fairly basic stating 
it is an easy technique to apply and the ‘clicker’ gives greater accuracy. Candidates do not need to over complicate their reflections 
on their own fieldwork tasks, see guidance below.
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Question 5(e)

Exemplar 1  Level 3, 7 marks

[8]
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Examiner commentary
Candidates reflecting on their own practice in geography fieldwork continues to be a challenge for many. This question initially 
asks candidates to ‘name the fieldwork’, most candidates wrote a place name, few candidates made reference to the question for 
investigation or hypothesis. Centres must adjust their approach to delivering and following up fieldwork, asking themselves what 
is the purpose of this learning? At the heart of GCSE fieldwork should be an investigation, the outcome is to develop young people 
as critical thinkers, able to devise and deliver an investigation which tests a geographical idea. Centres who are most effective have 
allowed candidates to take the reins from early on in devising their study, choosing hypotheses, methodologies and graphical 
representation techniques. Justifying their decisions and appraising the effectiveness of their study at every point allows candidates 
to respond confidently to questions such as ‘to what extent was your fieldwork data useful in helping you answer your overall 
question for investigation?’

The most successful candidates stated their hypothesis or fieldwork question and then proceeded to outline why the method of 
data collection and the resulting data was or was not useful in answering their stated question. These candidates’ responses focussed 
largely on the data/evidence which was gathered, commenting on its validity and what it actually contributed to answering their 
investigation. They were explicit in analysing whether or not it actually answered fully their fieldwork question. 

Whilst the question to investigate stated by this candidate is weak, the analysis of the usefulness of the data in helping to formulate 
an impression of the quality of life in two areas of Cambridge is good. The candidate focuses on a number of methodologies, 
commenting on their appropriateness and any bias and draws a conclusion regarding whether or not they were able to answer their 
initial question. The response demonstrates the ability to be a critical thinker, evaluating the effectiveness of the fieldwork. 

Exemplar 2 Level 3, 7 marks 
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Examiner commentary
This candidate’s question offers clearer parameters for the candidate to investigate, in so much as, the focus is on a delimited area 
(Whiteley shopping centre) and there is a narrow judgement focus, ‘was the renovation a success?’.

The candidate’s main data collection technique was a questionnaire, the response comments on the appropriateness of this and 
any bias or limitations. The candidate continues by describing how the data they collected was represented enabling them to make 
effective judgements and draws a conclusion regarding whether or not they were able to answer their initial question. The response 
demonstrates the candidate is attempting to evaluate the extent to which the data helped to answer the question for investigation. 
Whilst both these candidates’ examples go some way to achieving the aim of developing geographers who can analyse and 
evaluate the quality of a fieldwork investigation, the examiners are very much of the opinion that there is further work to be done. 
Centres no longer need to view the fieldwork as requiring an outcome in the form of a finished, submitted project but rather focus 
candidates on the understanding the process of enquiry/investigation.
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